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Nike Air Max 98 Clearance
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Nike’s list of womens-exclusive "Barely Rose" Air Max continues to grow, with the spring-ready light pink
colorway now adorning one of the hottest sneakers of the moment: the Nike Air Max 98 Sale. Featuring
a tonal pink upper with contrast provided by white detailing on the forefoot, lacing system, and heel tab
and a low-light pop of flair courtesy of reflective detailing on the midfoot stripe, the shoe’s colorful look is
rounded off with a white midsole, pink Air Max unit and black outsole. 
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When it comes to active Nike Sportswear models, the Buy Nike Air Max 98 has done a fairly good job in
staying in conversation as it has surfaced in multiple variations since the commencement of the new
year. After ticking off more wildly styled decorations involving bubble-wrapped uppers and tear away
exteriors, it’s opting to go with a theme that falls slightly more on the tamed side of the spectrum for its
latest take. 

In the middle of April, we brought you a first look at an Nike Air Max 98 Clearance iteration dressed up in
Racer Blue with Volt-colored accents. Now, that same sneaker is back in the news with an official set of
images and a confirmed release date. Like many Nike sneakers before it given this color combination,
this particular 98 will undoubtedly be give the "Sprite" monicker that has been bestowed upon models
the likes of the LeBron 11 Low and the Vapormax in the past. While most Sprite-flavored sneakers tend
to have those particular colors in the forefront, it is a bit more subtle this time around as black and white
are responsible for the most real estate here. 

Nike Air Max 98 Men's/Women's Previously only seen in a “Magic Flamingo,” the ’98 silhouette’s
upcoming release introduces a third palette to the aforementioned collection. While iridescence-free,
uppers on this pair still boast gradient finishes across their mudguards and top textile layers. The latter
only experiences the dimpled-embellishment via its toe box overlay and upper eye stay, while the former
is riddled with bubbles all throughout. 

The smooth leather mudguards here as well as their matching eye stay elements, all focus on an Atomic
Pink, lightly contrasting that of the upper’s unadorned shade and identically colorless midsole. Nike Air
Max 98 Sneakers The Air bubble and more minute accents, however, add just a bit more tonal
dimension as Crimson Tint covers the column-like embroideries, the side swooshes, and even the subtle
piping. 
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